
Generation Wind of Spirit
Messages From The Youth 

Dear young friends!

I warmly invite you to participate in a courageous project entitled  Generation Wind of Spirit.  My
intention with this project is to investigate, understand and experience the work of the Good Spirit of
human and earth development that is living in you, your generation, and in the transformation of our
cultures. 

The  leading  question  are: how does  the  spirit  work  in  the  young  generation,  in  your  individual
development, and in the emergence of a new art of encounter with oneself self, another, and the world?

If this project sparks interest in you, please quietly reflect on the following:

What have you experienced that  has changed your attitude on life? What were the moments that
inwardly  transformed  you,  and  those  that  gave  you  a  new  sense  of  inner  and  outer
determination? Were you able to experience a force from which these experiences arose? Were you
able to experience inspirations in social encounters that brought forth something entirely new? And
lastly, do you feel that your experiences are important to share with your friends and your generation
to help aid in spiritual community building? 

If you feel enthusiastic about this impulse, please write down these experiences and share them with
me. I will carefully and respectfully compile your experiences, and form them into a book entitled,
Generation  Wind  of  Spirit  -  The  spiritual  self-understanding  of  the  young  generation  -  Present
determinations and the transformative ways of young people. 

Please write one to three pages about your experiences, signed with your name, age and country of
origin, or anonymously. You may also include a photo of yourself if you wish. 

In addition to the book, there is also potential for this project to continue on in other forms. This
second step is yet to be determined, and would likely involve more in-depth collaboration between
those who are interested. I look forward to the many possibilities, and welcome conversation. 

My name is Michael Hille, and I will be leading this project. Please feel free
to contact me ( michael.hille.1@gmx.d  e   ) if you have any questions or need
support.  I  am glad to  be of  service.  I  will  also keep you updated on the
developments and dynamics of the project if you wish. 

Through Genration Wind of Spirit we will strive to experience and learn to
love the spirit of development authentically, individually and collectively.

With warm regards, 
Michael Hille

Michael Hille
Neurobiologist,

Anthroposophical 
alternative practitioner,

Waldorf teacher
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